Majuro

My two islands that I chose is Majuro and Guam. I will start with Majuro, Majuro is the capital of Marshall Island and has 19 atolls. Majuro also has a land area of 70 sq. mi, it has a very low elevation of only 7 ft!!! Majuro has phosphate, and deep sea minerals as some of their natural resources. Majuro has a climate of tropical rainfalls and often water shortages. Majuro has many natural waterways such as, 4 rivers and few oceans they also don’t have many fresh water sources. Majuro Bridge is also one of the many bridges on Majuro. They also have many man-made waterways such as, Majuro Dam, and Port/Harbor of Majuro. Laura is a two lane paved road in Majuro, Eneko and Grongong are two cities/towns in Majuro. Hospitals, airports, and hotels are some of the types of buildings in Majuro. The total population of Majuro is 17,830 people. Their population settlement would be 51 percent of people live on the west and north side of Majuro. Majuro has a Ethnicity/Race of Marshallese people and their population changes are 294,678 in 1979 to 107,794 people in 1981. Majuro has a way of life by living by the US customs and some also go to church some don’t people also have jobs. Majuro also has an industry of tourism and fishing!!! Those were some of the things about Majuro.

Guam

My next and last island would be Guam, Guam has some landforms such as, Agata Bay, and Facpi point. Guam has a land area of 1,300 miles!!! Guam has a very high elevation of 36,198 ft!!! Their natural resources are fish and plants, Guam has a climate of tropical hot and humid. Guam has natural waterways such as oceans and rivers they do have freshwater sources. Urang Bridge is a bridge in Guam. Guam also has many man-made waterways such as, Uogum Bay, and Pogo Dam. The roads in Guam include, Pago, Riling, and Talotofo road they are all paved roads. Guam has cities/towns such as Agana, a town in Guam. Their types of buildings are, Hospitals, airports, hotels, and shops. Guam has a total population of 1,800,000 people!!! Their population settlement is 168,564 people live on the south side of Guam. Guam has an Ethnicity/race of 37 percent Filipino people and their population changes are 27,498 in 1950 to 105,979 in 1980. Guam has a way of life by 50 percent of the people go to church 50 percent don’t people also have jobs and like to go fishing. Guam also has an industry of tourism and fishing!!! Those were some of the things about Guam.

Comparison

My comparison of Majuro and Guam would be that first of all Majuro has 19 atolls while Guam only has Agata bay and Facpi point. My next comparison is that the land area of Majuro is 70 sq. mi and Guam has a land area of 1,300 mi. Another big comparison is that Majuro is a very low island with a elevation of 7 ft, Guam is a very high island with a elevation of 36,198 ft!!! The next comparison is that Majuro has natural resources such as phosphate, and deep sea minerals, Guam has natural resources such as fish and plants as you can see they both have very different natural resources. Majuro has a climate of tropical rainfalls and often water shortages, Guam has a climate of tropical hot and humid those are also very different climates. My next comparison would be Majuro has a bridge called the Majuro Bridge and Guam has a bridge called the Urang Bridge. Majuro had a total population of 17,830 people and Guam had a total population of 1,800,000 people there is also a very big difference in the total number of people. The population settlement in Majuro is that 51 percent of people live of the west and north side of Majuro, the population settlement for Guam would be that 168,564 people live on the south side of Guam. The way of life in Majuro is that people go by the us customs and some go to church and some have jobs, the way of life in Guam is that 50 percent of the people go to church and 50 percent don’t people also like to go fishing. My next and last comparison is that more tourists go to Guam than Majuro. Those were my comparisons for Majuro and Guam.